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It's bedtime, but Elmo doesn't want to go to sleep. Boys and girls ages 1 to 4 will recognize--and

giggle at--every excuse Elmo uses to avoid the inevitable in this Sesame Street Little Golden Book

bedtime story.
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This book is SO cute, my son loves it! It's the larger sized book (about 8 1/2 x 11) it's always hard to

know because they never tell you in the description. Fabulous poem about going to sleep, lovely

graphics and sweet as can be. My only wish was that it was a board book because I'm always afraid

the pages are going to get ripped. Either way, don't hesitate this is one of Elmo's best!!!! P.S. I

thought when it said (Glitter Picturebook) that the pages would be sparkly - they are not, I have no

idea what Glitter Picturebook means but in case you were wondering:)

My daughter is a big Elmo fan and loves to read this book before bed. It has also helped to

encourage my daughter to try to use the potty before bed, just like Elmo, since she used to resist

many times before because she was tired. It's short and sweet and has lots of pics of Elmo. We also

love counting sheep with him and helps to reinforce her learning of numbers.=]



This book has been out sons favortie since we bought it when he was around 9 months old (he is

now 2 1/2). He askes for this particular book at least 4 out of 7 nights aweek. I am acutally at this

site right now looking into buying a new copy. The binding did not hold up as well as I would have

liked, but I will admitt he falls alseep with it in his bed a couple of times a night (we let him look at a

book in bed after we tuck him in for the night) I would highly recommend this book to anyone who

child loves Elmo. It is a really cute story and as it goes along, Elmo falls asleep, so my son likes to

pretend he is Elmo and lays down on his pillow. I can not rave about it enough. There is lots to talk

about as the story goes along and there is even a section where you can count sheep (my sons

favorite part)! I recommend this story to everyone!

Cute book for any child who likes Elmo. I love the Golden Books and this one definitely lived up to

my expectations. My son asks to read it at lease two times a week and he has plenty of books to

choose from. Definitely a cute book.

My 2 year old loves this Elmo story! We read it to him almost every night before bed. The rhymes

are cute and the pictures are very bright and colorful. I love the Golden Books like this because they

are easy for him to hold and flip the pages as we read. He likes to look at this book by himself even

when it's not bedtime!

The rhymes are cute, but it's basically teaching your kid every procrastination technique in the book.

Water, potty, feed the fish (are you kidding me?), potty again, etc etc.Don't buy this book unless you

want yor kid to learn all the ways to delay bedtime.

My daughter is a big fan of Elmo and ever since I got this book for her, my husband and I have to

read it to her every night. The illustrations are good, the wording is short and to the point so they do

not get bored, and most of all the pages are some what glossy and the book is a hardcover so it will

last a long a time. I highly recommend this book to any Elmo lover.

Our 2.5 year old likes the book. Cute little story about Elmo finding all sorts of things to do before

actually going to bed.One note - It uses the word "monster" a couple times to describe Elmo. Now

my little guy is asking about monsters in his room.
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